NEWS RELEASE

Silicon Labs Brings Together IoT Industry Leaders at
"Works With" 2021 Developer Conference
6/28/2021
-- World's Only Event to Bring Entirety of IoT Device Makers, Ecosystem Providers, Protocol and Standards Bodies
Together to Accelerate IoT Innovation -AUSTIN, Texas, June 28, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Silicon Labs (NASDAQ: SLAB), a leader of intelligent, wireless
connectivity for the IoT, today announced it will host its second annual Works With 2021 Conference on September
14-15. Launched in 2020, last year's event was experienced virtually by over 6,000 global attendees and focused on
advancing the smart home through keynotes, training sessions and workshops with Amazon, Comcast, Google, Ring
and many others. This year, the conference is expanding its breadth to include smart home and three additional
tracks: Smart Cities, Industrial IoT (IIoT) and General IoT.
As the only company aligned with key wireless connectivity protocols and standards behind smart home, smart city
and IIoT solutions, Silicon Labs is uniting the biggest names in the industry. Works With is the only global forum for
IoT decision-makers and device developers to receive practical training and actionable insights to build, deploy and
interconnect all the latest smart home, smart city and IIoT technologies and deliver to market faster. Developers will
get access to unbiased expert discussions and hands-on trainings and workshops led by expert engineers. In
parallel, business leaders and anyone with an investment in IoT will learn about current and future IoT trends and a
snapshot of where we are and where we're going with the newest technologies, such as Wi-SUN for smart cities.
"Works With 2020 was a lighthouse for the smart home industry advancing innovation during a time when people
became dependent upon wireless IoT connectivity to live and work from home," said Matt Johnson, president,
Silicon Labs. "Last year's events drove mass adoption of smart wireless devices and the infrastructure to support
them. In 2020 Works With was a key forum for bringing all the biggest players in the wireless smart home space
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together, such as Amazon, who shared its vision for Sidewalk. Matter – which was also detailed last year in its early
stages as Project Connected Home Over IP – is now moving from concept to prototyping. We, along with the likes of
Amazon, Google, Comcast and Apple, will detail the latest on all these technologies, how to develop for them and
what to expect next."
The agenda will feature renowned keynote speakers, more than 60 training workshops and educational sessions,
and "Ask The Experts" discussions:
Industry luminary keynote speakers who will discuss emerging IoT industry trends and best practices, as well
as the biggest challenges and opportunities. Works With 2020 featured executives from ADT, Amazon,
Comcast, Google, IKEA and Ring to name a few.
More than 60 sessions and training workshops lled with insights, tools and techniques for IoT developers to
build their skills; attendees will be able to customize their schedules.
"Ask the Experts" sessions where attendees will connect directly with design partners, alliances and other
community members from around the world.
Works With 2021 is held virtually and free of charge; registration is o cially open. This year's agenda can be found
here. For more information and to register for this year's event, visit workswith.silabs.com.

About Silicon Labs
Silicon Labs (NASDAQ: SLAB) is a leading provider of silicon, software and solutions for a smarter, more connected
world. Our award-winning technologies are shaping the future of the Internet of Things, internet infrastructure,
industrial automation, consumer and automotive markets. Our world-class engineering team creates products
focused on performance, energy savings, connectivity and simplicity. silabs.com

Connect with Silicon Labs
Contact Silicon Labs PR team at pr@silabs.com.
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